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Summary
1. Which future to the Oil supply.
2. New types of practically inexhaustible energies
3. Energies directly or indirectly related to the Sun: the case

of solar energy.
4. The future of biomass for transport
5. Concentrating solar Power (CSP)

A.Various types of collectors
B.The role of Spain and elsewhere in CSP
C.Methods of energy storage
D.The heat carrying medium.
E.Electricity from the deserts: the Euro-med project.

6. Water dissociation into hydrogen with CSP.
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The future of Oil supply
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The worldʼs oil reserves ?
● One has to find oil before it can be burned
● Maximum of oil discoveries 40 years ago (1960-70)!)

Production

Discoveries
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European scenario

2010

2020

2030
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The worlds oil reserves (BP World Energy Review)

● World Energy Outlook (IEA 1998) on peak oil: outside OPEC in 2002!
● OPEC around 2015 (are OPEC’s numbers correct?) and entire world few years

earlier!
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Most quoted Oil reserve studies
1. World Petroleum Accessment 1995-2025
2. the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) studies from 1996 (and 2000)

● Exponential rise (with unphysical peak) followed by a fast drop!
● The real oil discoveries between 1995 to 2003 agree with the numbers labeled

“95%” probability! (Believing OPEC numbers) World’s total extractable oil: 2248
Giga Barrel

● A Scientific American Book, 1971, pg 39 world oil reserves: Hubbert estimated
maximum extractable total world oil to be about 2100 GBarrel. This number agrees
within 5% with the numbers given today by BP, IEA and EIA!
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The future of direct oil production
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A too optimistic IEA prediction on Oil ?
● The IEA extrapolation to 2030 was based on several assumptions on 1000 Gbarrel

➩ existing capacity,
➩development of existing reserves
➩ enhanced oil recovery
➩non conventional oil
➩surprises

Production

Exploration

Merging
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Reserves of Coal

Has the “peak oil” already been reached ?
The peak
already
reached ?

China ?
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General remarks
● The world energy outlook 2006 reveals that the energy future

based on projections of the current trends is dirty, insecure
and expensive. These trends will accentuate vulnerability to
severe supply disruptions and resulting price shocks.They would
greatly amplify the magnitude of the global climatic change.

● Current trends are unsustainable in the face of global
warming. A new vision is urgently needed in order to address
this main issue. Only an extremely vigorous new effort of R&D
toward new energy sources may off set this trend.

● There is a large gap between the political rhetoric and the
reality of budgetary and other priorities. We are inevitably
slipping toward a coal driven future society, which will
inevitably cause major environmental disruptions for many
millenia ahead of us.
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New types of practically

 inexhaustible energies
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New energies: which ones ?
● Only two natural resources have the capability of a long term

energetic survival of mankind. They are both necessary:

1.Solar energy. The world’s primary energetic consumption
is only 1/10000 of the one available on the surface of
earth of sunny countries. Solar energy may be either used
directly as heat or PV or indirectly through hydro, wind,
bio-mass and so on. If adequately exploited, solar energy
may provide enough energy for future mankind.

2.A new nuclear energy. Energy is generally produced
whenever a light nucleus is undergoing fusion or whenever a
heavy nucleus is undergoing fission. Practical examples are
natural Uranium (U-238),Thorium (fission) and Lithium
(fusion) both adequate for many thousand of years at
several times the present energy consumption.
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Incoming solar energy in the “sunbelt”

(210 x 210 km² = 0.13% of deserts)
is receiving yearly averaged  solar energy equal to

global energy consumption (15 TW x year)

 Where is the energy problem ?

Gerhard Knies, ISES-Rome CSP WS 2007
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Gerhard Knies, ISES-Rome CSP WS 2007

1700 TWhel/y 1090 TWhel/y750 TWhel/y890 TWhel/y

≈1 GWhel/km²/y ≈1 GWhel/km²/y ≈ 30 GWhel/km²/y ≈ 30 GWhel/km²/y

Typical Yield

Economic potentials

Economic potentials > 600 000 TWhel/y

Typical yield CSP, PV≈250 GWhel/km²/y Demand of electric power:
 »  7 500 TWh/y   Europe + Desert  2050 
» 35  000 TWh/y   world-wide 2050

Biomass WindGeothermal Hydropower
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The Future of Biomass energy 
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Biomass production for transport

● Commercial exploitation of biomass- ethanol is primarily associated to
Brazil and US.

● In the case of Brazil, the source is sugarcane which is converted into
ethanol. The “source to wheel” production of CO2 is about 1/14 of the one
of ordinary petrol.

● The present consumption is about 2.5 % of the world’s energetic Oil
production, and it is expected to reach 10% by 2020. It requires about
6% of the Brazil’s cultivated area.

● In the case of US the primary production is from corn.
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Substitutions to Oil : third generation biomass
● Biomass is an indirect collector of solar energy: theoretical solar flux for 100%

efficiency corresponds to ≈ 1.5 millions litres/hct.
● Yield and reductions in CO2 emissions are strongly dependent on the chosen

material.
● Most advanced innovative plants (Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), miscanthus

giganteum, ecc) have today a yield of up to 15000 litre/hct/year and in few years
should reach 35000 litre/hct/year, more than 2% of solar flux.
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Fast growing trees
● An alternative is the

classic poplar, a fast
growing tree which can
reach in six years a
height of 27 m.

● Various species are
growing in a number of
climatic regions, for
instance from
subtropical areas to the
north of Canada and
Europe.

● The productivity is
about 25 ton/hct, or of
6500 l/hct of ethanol.
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Future of biomass in EU
● The EU evaluates by 2020 the fraction of biomass to 25% of the fossil oil

consumption, without causing risks to the traditional agricultural
production for man and animals.

● The corresponding reduction of CO2 emissions “from well to wheel” may be
up to a factor 10 smaller than with fossil Oil.

● Theoretical estimates are of course much larger: with a conversion
efficiency of 2%, the global energetic yield of the planet may be covered
with 5% of the earth’s surface.

● Second generation plants are growing on land which is too marginal to be
used for traditional cultures. They need little or no fertilizer and can be
used to consolidate the stabilisation of soils.

● Miscanthus has a net calorific value, on a dry basis, of 17 MJ/kg, with a
2.7% ash content. The energy value of 20 ton of dry miscanthus would be
equivalent to that of 12 ton of coal.

● The generation of a total of 1000 MW of continuous electric power
generation from biomass burning (equivalent to 3 million tons/year of coal)
would require as much as 300,000 hectares (170 x 170 km2) of miscanthus
cropping
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Concentrating solar power 
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Archimedeʼs idea ?

According to the tradition, Archimedes destroyed the Roman fleet at the siege
of Syracuse in 213 BC by the application of directed solar radiant heat

concentrating sufficient energy to ignite wood at 50 m.
We believe that the combined effort of some 440 men, each wielding a 1 m2

metal mirror, could ignite a 1*0.5 m area of a wooden hull at a distance of 50 m.
A much smaller corps-say 50 men- could inflict severe burns upon selected
enemy personnel.  The Greek navy recreated the experiment in 1973 and
successfully set fire to a wooden boat at a distance of 50 meters
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Concentrating solar power

The first solar facility to produce electricity was installed in 1912 by Shuman in Maady,
Egypt. The parabolic mirror trough concentrates sunrays on a line focus in which a tube
was situated containing water that was brought to evaporation.
It produced 55 kWatt of electric power.

Swiss scientist Horace de Saussure built the world’s first solar collector in 1767
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Principle of modern CSP
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The revival of Archimedes
● The first modern power plants were developed over 20 years

ago and were based on hybrid NG-Solar operation.
● No new CSP plants were developed during the last 15 years.
● The new plants now under construction are instead pure solar

unit with energy storage to cover the variability of the flux

1) Thermal storage
2) No water cooling
3) Ultimate goal:desertic
sunny areas + HVDC
electricity transport
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CSP  modern power plant
● Utility scale plant with conventional power block
● 2000 - 7000 full load hours using thermal storage
● LECs today: 13 - 20 ct/kWh, future: 5 - 10 ct/kWh
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Various types of CSP
One dimensional collection

 (50-150 Suns)
Two dimensional collection

 (up to 5000 Suns)

Parabolic 
Through

Linear
 Fresnel

lens

Central
Receiver

Parabolic 
Dish
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Fresnel lens

● An array of nearly-flat reflectors concentrates
solar radiation onto elevated linear receivers.

● This system is line-concentrating, similar to a
parabolic trough, with the advantages of
➩lowest cost of supports and reflectors,
➩fixed fluid joints, especially suited for air
➩receiver separated from the reflector,
➩ long focal lengths that allow flat mirrors.

● The technology is seen as a potentially lower-cost
alternative to trough technology for the production
of solar process heat

Relative light yields of Fresnel and
Through for a given mirror surface

Two layer
Conc. mirror
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Fresnel lens vs parabolic through
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The leading role of CSP in Spain: April 2009

Spain is the leader in concentrated solar power
technology, with more than 50 projects approved
by the government in the works. Also, it exports its
technology, further increasing the technology's
stake in energy worldwide.
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Specification of CSP according to IEA
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Nevada Solar 1 in the USA (2007)
● Generating Capacity 64 MW (Nominal)
● 357,200 m2 of Solar Field
● Annual Production > 130,000 MWh
● Construction in less than 18 months,
● 1.6 million man-hours
● Capital investment : ≈ 250 Millions

USD
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Solana
● built near Gila

Bend, Arizona
● Phase 1 plant

size - 280MW
and designed for
future Phase 2
expansion, up to
560 MW

● Phase 1 “Solar
Field” covers 3
square miles

● 2,700 trough
collectors - 6m
wide, 150m long

● Construction
time : 2years

● Cost: 1 B$
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Comparing numbers
A few numbers for the USA, for which reliable data exist and where there are apparently
no green certificates:

Item Nevada 1 Solana  

Nominal Power 64 280 MWatt 
Net power to utility 72  MWatt 
Integrated annual energy  130 590 GWatth 
Optical efficiency 0.77   
Thermodyn. efficiency 37.5 37.5 percent 
Max Temperature  390 390 C° 
Field Aperture mirrors 0.357 1.62 km2 
Site area  1.62 7.1 km2 
No mirror segments 182,400   
Total length tubes 7 2  405  km 
No Receiver Tubes 18,240   
Capital cost  2 5 0  1000 M$ 
Total cost for unit mirror surface  7 0 0  620 $/m2 
Energy storage at peak int.  7.5  hours 
Construction time 1 8  24 months 

 These solar numbers are for prototype level !
 As a comparison, using Solana’s today’s numbers,  a 1.6 GWatt power
production (EPR reactor) correspond to 6.7 G$ or 3.7 GEuro.
But while Solar is “peak” power, the reactor must run  also”off-peak” !
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Comparing with EPR
● The Solana prototype has a nominal power of 280 MWatt and an integrated

yearly energy of 590 GWh. Scaled to a power of 1.6 Gwatt, a solar plant will
produce yearly an energy of  590 x 1.6/0.28 = 3.37 TWh, with capital cost of
5.7 G$ or 3.8 GEuro. The scaled site solar area will be of 3.6  km radius.

● The EPR reactor has a nominal power of 1.6 Gwatt  and an operational factor of
0.85. The investment cost is 4.5 GEuro. For “around the clock” continued
operation, the yearly energy is then 11.9 TWh.

● The literary comparison between prototype Solana and EPR for continuous
“around the clock” energies gives a factor 2.75 in favour of EPR. But:
➩The off-peak nuclear power has a very small added financial value
➩The nuclear fuel (enrichment), the long lived waste, the reprocessing,the

risks of proliferation and so on are not included.
➩The decommissioning of an EPR has huge and ill-defined projected

additional costs, while for solar is trivial.
➩An EPR requires 10 years, while the Solana is built of less than 2 years.

● Differential of a factor about two of today’s integrated energy figures to EPR
should be resolved by cost improvements in the mass produced CSP technology
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China ?

Other alternative:
the Gobi desert

China, March 2009
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The storage of energy
● An appropriate additional device must be added, for instance

based on a thermally insulated buffer repository, in analogy to
the presence of a lake in the case of hydro.

● With the addition of a thermal storage it is possible to insure
the continuity of utilisation of the solar plant. A corresponding
reduction of the peak  power of the conventional facilities,
approaching in this way the average power, represents also a
substantial cost saving and a more effective duty cycle of the
facility.

(Water fall as hydro
energy storage)

Dual container of molten salt Pebble bed heat storage
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Effects of storage

● Equivalent annual full load hours
➩El Kharga (Egypt)   8500 h/y
➩Madrid (Spain)        5150 h/y
➩Freiburg (Germany) 2260 h/y

● Simulation of the relative monthly electricity yield of a solar
thermal power plant with 24 hour storage at sites with
different annual solar irradiance and latitude,

● Solar only operation without fuel input.
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Storage methods

●   DOE cost estimates are for complete systems with power
conditioning sub-systems (PCS), controls, ventilation and
cooling, facility, and balance of plant.

● Molten salt storage of thermal heat from concentrating solar
is the most economical method, with a virtually full storage
efficiency for the duration of a few days.

Type
of

storage

Cost for a
200 MW plant
($/kWhelectric)

Operation
Lifetime
(years)

Storage
efficiency

(%)

Operating
temperature

(C°)

Molten-Salt HQH 30 30 99 567
Synthetic-Oil HQH 200 30 95 390
Pumped hydro ELE 500 to 1600 30 70 N/A

Compressed air ELE ---- 30 60 N/A
Superconducting ELE > 1,000 30 90 cryogenic
Battery Storage ELE 500 to 800 5 to 10 76 N/A
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The storage of energy
● Indeed any primary main form of energy, in order to be realistically capable

to counteract fossils and their emissions must be available whenever it is
needed by the user and not according to the variability of the source.

● It is possible to insure the continuity of utilisation of CSP plant with the
addition of a thermal liquid storage, in the form of a cheap molten salt.

●●Thermal storage process is very efficient (less than 1% loss per day).Thermal storage process is very efficient (less than 1% loss per day).
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Molten salts as storage mediums
● Several types of molten salts are excellent, low cost and environmentally benign

liquids, for instance the very common and very cheap eutectic mixture of sodium and
potassium nitrate (60% NaNO3 and 40% KNO3):
➩It is solid at 221 °C
➩it starts to crystallize at about 238 °C
➩The fusion heat coefficient is 161 kJ/kg, i.e. ≈ 100 °C change of the liquid phase
➩It may operate as a liquid with limited corrosions up to a temperature of 600 °C
➩The average liquid density is 1.74 kg/litre
➩The liquid heat coefficient is 1.53 kJ/kg/K
➩Relative indicative raw costs and compositions of some mixtures are given below:

Composition
Commercial De-

nomination
Cost
$/kg

!T
°C

Cost @ !T
$/kWh

60/40, Na/K Nitrate Solar Salt 0.49 270 4.29

7/53, Na/K Nitrate, 40 Na Nitrite Hitec 0.93 200 10.7

42/15/43, Ca/Na/K Nitrate Hitec XL 3.49 200 44.4

 Diphenyl biphenyl oxide (min.  oil) Therminol VP-1 3.96 100 57.5

Storing reversibly heat with salts may imply a capital
investment of raw salt as low as about 5 $/kWh

Sandia comp: 46%w KNO3 – 24% NaNO3
- 30%w Ca(NO3)2. Melting point: 140-

160°C, acceptable up to  500 °C
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Molten salt performance
● The storage capacity in the liquid form is roughly proportional to

the temperature difference  ΔT. Using binary mixture with ΔT =
275 °C, from 290 °C to 565 °C, the storage capacity for unit
volume is  dE/dV = 0.731 GJ/m3. The storage efficiency is very
high, ≥ 95%.

● In more familiar terms the binary mixture with ΔT = 275 °C is
equivalent to same volume of :
➩natural gas at 18.4 bar;
➩hydrogen gas at 57.3 bar (at 25 °C).

● Burning standard gasoline produces but irreversibly (!) dE/dV =
31.5 GJ/m3, namely 43 times the heat.

● 1 MWatt x hour (thermal) can be stored in 4.92 m3 of molten
salt.

● Thermal storage efficiency is equivalent to the gravitational
water drop of 72.68 km!
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Evolution in the storage medium
● Using concrete to

store heat is at
prototype stages
in installations.
The concrete
‘store’ operates at
temperatures of
400 – 500 °C, and
is a modular and
scalable design

● Several phase
change media in
succession

● Aims are
➩Cost reduction for solar generated electricity
➩Improve time availability of solar power plants
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Solar troughs: evolution in the heating medium
● A number of different fluids have been used as filling in

order to realise the heat transfer. In particular they
include:
➩A low cost mineral oil, up to temperatures of the order

of 400 °C. Such oil is highly flammable and considered
toxic in many countries;

➩superheated steam with significant improvements over
the mineral oil. The main drawback of this solution is the
complex thermal response at high pressures

➩A molten salt, f.i. a eutectic mixture of Na and K
nitrates, environmentally benign and not toxic. The liquid
must remain all times above freezing above 200 °C.

➩Dry compressed air or CO2. The environmental impact is
strongly reduced in comparison with other known
methods because of the harmless nature of the heat
carrying medium.
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Solar troughs:cooling with a gas ?
● A new development at CIEMAT is the use of a suitable dry gas instead of a

liquid or water-steam as a heat-carrying medium, in order to collect the
radiating solar heat with the highest thermal efficiency.

●  A number of gases are considered. Amongst widely available commercial
gases, Air, He and CO2 are candidates with similar performances.

● The easy operability of such a (inert) gas driven system ensures an
unparalleled robustness of the necessarily very extensive and complex array
of collecting pipelines, ease of maintenance are of primary importance.

● The heat transport needs storage with molten salt. An optimized system has
many relatively small, locally distributed  gas => molten salt modular heat
exchangers. Final collection and storage is performed with the help of a pair
of large molten salt storage containers.

Typical size of
local mini heat
exchanger: 7 ÷
10 MWatt(t).
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Gas to molten salt exchanger
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Planned EURO-MED electricity interconnection
Simplified, existing
European network

Extension to
Africa

The electric link could be easily
extended to the now extremely poor
areas  of Mali, Niger,Chad and
Sudan, Eritrea etc. where the
richness of the sun energy could
become a valuable, new export item.

● The planned EURO-MED electricity
interconnection permits to produce
from the Sahara large amounts of
solar electricity toward the Pan-
European network

● Transport of electricity from far
regions is both economically and
technically feasible.  About 60 GWatt
of electric capacity in over 80
projects of long distance electric
transport are now in operation, based
on High Voltage direct current
transmission lines (HVDC).

● For instance, for a distance of 1000
km over land plus 100 km over water,
the cost is of the order of 0.6  ÷ 1.0
¢/kWatth. The cost of marine cable
portion is about ten times larger for
unit length.
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Solar Electricity production without water ?
● Conventional cooling methods of thermal power plants are extremely water intensive

processes. A 200 MWatte CSP plant requires water equivalent to the consumption
of a town of 100’000 inhabitants. The annual water consumption is 3 x 106 m3/y.

● Solar plants (troughs and towers) are particularly effective in hot, deserted areas
in several locations in the world: f.i. several areas in Sahara are ideal for CSP with a
solar DNI of ≈ 2900 kWh/m2/y (10.4 GJ/m2) and small seasonal variations.

● In completely arid inland areas, “dry cooling” is needed, either “direct” or “indirect”,
- in which an intermediate heat transfer medium , water between steam and air.

● Dry cooled plants introduce:
➩A energy production penalty with

respect to wet cooling of ≈ 5% for a
110 °F (43 °C) day.

➩Installation are of larger size (2÷3
x) and more costly, For instance a
150 MW wet plant costs typically 5
M$: a dry plant has 2÷3 times this
cost.

● These factors are acceptable in the
case of CPS plants in the desert.
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Practical examples

Mechanical Draft Indirect Dry Cooling
System for the 60 MWe Power Unit

of the Kaneka Chemical Works
(Japan)

Earthquake Proof Natural Draft
Towers for the Dry Cooling

HELLER System of the 4 x 250
MWe Shahid Rajai PP (Iran)
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Small CSP units disconnected from network
1. Another important application

of CSP with a very wide
potential market is the one of
distributed generation with
storage. These units are best
suited to provide electricity to
remote but sunny locations,
where connection to the general
network is either difficult or
too expensive.

● Typically one of these plants
could provide the continuous
supply of the basic electricity
needs to a community in the
area 100-kWe to 10-MWe .

● The electrical efficiency of
such ORC generators is of the
order of 20%.

These ORC  units are extremely reliable and
require little or no maintenance
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Financial considerations in favour of CSP
● Far from today’s PV, CSP is the cheapest source of renewable solar power.

The levelized energy cost (LEC) for the current plants in California is 10-
12 US¢/kWh.

● In the EU, setting the energy to the grid for CSP at 18 ¢/kWh plus
market price is an important incentive, since, at this rate, CSP, unlike
today’s PV can be operated profitably on purely private funding.

● Experts agree that costs can be reduced to 4-6 ¢/kWh if the peak power
capacity is expanded in the next 10/15 years to 5-20 GWatt. Likewise the

• (a)World Bank,
• (b)the US-DOE and
• (c) the International Energy Agency (IEA)

all predict CSP’s will drop below 6 ¢/kWh by 2020.  They all agree that
CSP is the most economical way to generate electricity from solar energy.

● On the contrary to fossils and Uranium, costs for CSP electricity
production in the future are well predictable. Once the plant has been paid
off, like with hydro, the operating costs remain very small, of the order of
≤ 3 US¢/kWh.
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Why CSP technology?
● An environmentally friendly technology

➩The plant produces energy with no emissions or pollutants. No toxic, readily
flammable or otherwise harmful materials are used and it will introduce no
hazards or other inconveniences (noise) to the population.

➩The energy pay-back time of the system is of the order of only 6 months, less
than 2% of the produced energy over the life expectancy, much smaller than the
one of photo-voltaic panels. At the end of their lifetime, most of the materials
can be either recycled or recovered.

● A short construction time and a long life span
➩Because of the simplicity of design, a power plant can be realistically constructed

in about three years. The life span of the installation is approximately 25 ÷ 30
years. The final dismantling is cheap and simple, and the land can be reused
without limitations.

● Advanced R&D stage and short time to market
➩Hybrid solar/fossil versions of this technology (354 MWatt) have been in

commercial operation at Kramer Junction (USA) for more then 15 years.
➩The advanced designs, in addition to a general reduction in cost, may introduce

higher temperatures and an extensive energy storage which permits solar-only
operation.
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Water dissociation into Hydrogen 

with the help of concentrated solar power
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Solar hydrogen from water
● Solar concentrators at the power of several MWatt have permitted to reach

temperatures well in excess of 2000 C°  with intensities of 2000-5000 Sun.
● Several water-splitting cycles based on redox reactions have been proposed,

with the solar thermal dissociation of metal oxide to metal or the lower-
valence metal oxide. The second, non-solaris the hydrolysis of the metal at
moderate temperatures to form hydrogen and the corresponding metal oxide.

● ZnO=Zn and Fe3O4=FeO redox pairs have
been tested in solar reactors.

● Other redox pairs, such as TiO2=TiOx,
Mn3O4=MnO, and Co3O4=CoO have also been
considered, but the yield of H2 has been too
low to be of any practical interest.
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Solar concentrating system
● The concentrating

system is a solar tower
with a tracking mirrors in
front of the tower, made
of slightly concave
mirrors that reflect
solar radiation to the top
of the tower where the
receiver is located and
the solar beam is
concentrated. At this
location, the flux density
varies between 2 and 5
MWatt/m2.

● As indicated, the solar
energy is subjected to
several losses before
being available for the
chemical reaction.

250 kg H2/h
13.5 MWatt H2

2.8 103 Nm3/h H2
≈ 7 104 m2 mirror

C = no of Suns
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The prize of CO2 avoidance

CO2
emissions

No
 C

O
2

em
is
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BG + +black carbon is a far better short term option !
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Thank you !


